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  FORM A  SAMPLE TEST – ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS EXPLANATIONS OF 
CORRECT ANSWERS

REVISING/EDITING PART A

1. The question asks for the best way to combine the sentences.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Incorrect. Although the sentence incorporates the ideas presented in the three original
sentences, it is incorrect because the combination suggests an incorrect relationship between
the ideas. By beginning with “Io,” the sentence places emphasis on the moon and the detail
about the number of active volcanoes rather than the key idea that “scientists now believe
that Jupiter may have as many as seventy-nine moons.” Since Io is an example of one of
Jupiter’s moons, the details about Io should follow and be subordinate to the main clause,
which provides new information about the number of Jupiter’s moons in general.

Incorrect. Although the sentence incorporates all three ideas from the original sentences and
correctly places the detail about the number of active volcanoes on Io in a dependent clause,
this option is incorrect because it presents an imprecise relationship between the ideas. By
using the conjunction (connecting word) “and,” the sentence construction suggests that
scientists “now believe” not just that “Jupiter may have as many as seventy-nine moons” but
that “one of them is named Io,” instead of presenting Io as an example of one of Jupiter’s
moons.

CORRECT. The sentence is the best way to combine these sentences because it uses a
complex sentence to present ideas clearly and precisely, and it shows the relationship
between the ideas in the three sentences. The sentence starts by stating the number of
moons scientists now believe Jupiter to have and then specifies that one of those moons is
named Io. The dependent clause “which has the greatest number of active volcanoes in the
solar system” immediately follows the word “Io” to provide additional information about the
moon. A dependent clause contains a subject (“which,” referring to “Io”) and a verb (“has”)
but is not a complete sentence on its own.

Incorrect. The sentence incorporates the key ideas from the three original sentences, but its
structure does not accurately present the relationship between these ideas. The beginning of
the sentence includes the detail about Io having “the greatest number of active volcanoes in
the solar system” before specifying that Io is one of the seventy-nine moons of Jupiter. The
presentation of the details about Io at the beginning lessens the emphasis of the key idea
that “scientists now believe that Jupiter may have as many as seventy-nine moons.”

REVISING/EDITING PART A

Form A: Sample Test – English Language Arts Explanations of Correct Answers
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2. The question asks for the correction of an error in sentence structure in the paragraph.

3. The question asks for the revision of the sentence that uses the most precise language.

E.

A.

F.

B.

G.

C.

H.

D.

CORRECT. The first sentence is a run-on sentence because both clauses—“In September
2016 the National Museum of African American History and Culture opened as part of the
Smithsonian Institution” and “the museum is already the Smithsonian’s third most popular
site”—are independent clauses, and independent clauses should not be combined without the
use of a conjunction and a comma. The revision in this option adds the word “and” before the
comma, which corrects the run-on.

Incorrect. The word “extremely” does not specify the precise length of the trail (2,200 miles);
“millions” is less precise than the specific number of people who hike the trail each year
(two million); and the verb “do” imprecisely describes the purpose of visiting the trail
(hiking).

Incorrect. The revision does not correct an error in sentence structure, since there are
independent clauses on both sides of the period.

Incorrect. While the revision specifies the precise length of the trail and the verb “hike”
precisely describes the purpose of visiting the trail, “more than a million” is less precise than
the specific number of people who hike the trail each year (two million).

Incorrect. Adding the words “which include” rather than the word “including” after the comma
does not correct an error in sentence structure. The sentence is correct as written.

CORRECT. The length of the trail (2,200 miles), the specific number of people who hike the
trail each year (two million), and the action of the visitors (hiking) are clear and precise in
this revision of the sentence.

Incorrect. Revising the wording in the underlined portion of the sentence to “which was
written” from “written” does not correct a structural error. No edits are needed to correct the
wording in the sentence.

Incorrect. The word “lengthy” is less precise than specifying the actual length of the trail
(2,200 miles); “a couple million” is less precise than the specific number of people who hike
the trail each year (two million); and the verb “do” imprecisely describes the purpose of
visiting the trail (hiking).
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4. The question asks which edit should be made to correct the sentence.

5. The question asks for the pair of revisions needed to correct the errors in the paragraph, which
appear in sentence 2 and sentence 3.

E.

A.

F.

B.

G.

C.

H.

D.

CORRECT. The sentence in the box needs a comma to separate the coordinate adjectives.
Coordinate adjectives describe characteristics of the same noun or subject and are connected
with a comma or “and.” This option is the only one that places a comma where it is needed,
between the coordinate adjectives “agile” and “athletic.”

Incorrect. The comma after the word “homes” in sentence 1 is necessary for separating the
subordinate clause “When coal was used to heat homes” from the main clause. The only edit
needed in this pair is in sentence 3, which incorrectly shifts the verb into the present tense.
The clause “as natural gas becomes more common” should be “as natural gas became more
common.”

Incorrect. The option incorrectly adds a comma in the middle of the adjectival phrase “first
and only,” which modifies, or gives additional information about, “professional basketball
player.”

Incorrect. The comma after the word “homes” in sentence 1 is necessary for separating the
subordinate clause “When coal was used to heat homes” from the main clause. In
sentence 4, the word “remarketed” is in the past tense established in the rest of the
paragraph and should not change to the past perfect tense “had remarketed.”

Incorrect. The option incorrectly adds a comma between two adjectives that are not
coordinate adjectives. “Only” is part of the adjectival phrase “first and only” and is modifying
“professional basketball player.”

CORRECT. This option is the only choice that revises the errors in both sentence 2 and
sentence 3. In sentence 2, a comma needs to follow the word “company” to set off the
phrase “who owned a cleaning product company.” A comma is necessary because the phrase
is a nonrestrictive clause: the phrase provides extra information about Cleo and Noah
McVicker’s line of work, but the phrase is not necessary in order to understand the meaning
of the sentence. The second error is in sentence 3, which incorrectly shifts the verb into the
present tense. The clause “as natural gas becomes more common” should be “as natural gas
became more common.”

Incorrect. The option is incorrect because a comma is not needed to set off the phrase “to
score 100 points in a single game.”

Incorrect. In sentence 2, a comma needs to follow the word “company” to set off the phrase
“who owned a cleaning product company.” In sentence 4, the word “remarketed” is in the
past tense established in the rest of the paragraph and should not change to the past perfect
tense “had remarketed.”
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REVISING/EDITING PART B

6. The question asks which revision of sentence 2 uses the most precise language.

7. The question asks which sentence should follow sentence 4 to introduce the main claim of the
passage.

E.

A.

F.

B.

G.

C.

H.

D.

CORRECT. In sentence 2, the author states that people who volunteer in their free time do
so “at various places.” The revision to sentence 2 provides the most precise language
because it references three specific places (animal shelters, community centers, and parks)
where people often volunteer.

CORRECT. In sentence 4, the author states that “research shows that those who volunteer
also receive benefits.” The sentence in the option logically follows the ideas in sentence 4 and
provides the best thesis statement for the passage because it introduces the author’s main
claim that high school students should consider the benefits of volunteerism.

Incorrect. Although this sentence mentions “a variety of places, events, or organizations” at
which people volunteer, the revision does not use the most precise language because it does
not list specific places, events, or organizations.

Incorrect. While the sentence refers to the “benefits” mentioned in sentence 4, it erroneously
asserts that “immediate and long-term results” are “guaranteed.” In addition, the sentence
does not introduce the author’s main claim that volunteering is beneficial for high school
students.

Incorrect. Although this sentence mentions “local establishments that help people, animals,
or other groups,” the revision does not use the most precise language because it does not
name the specific types of establishments at which people can volunteer.

Incorrect. Although the sentence states that “volunteerism can be beneficial for students,” it
also introduces the idea that volunteerism can benefit the family and the community as well,
not just high school students.

Incorrect. Although this sentence mentions “places where [volunteers] can help people in
many ways,” the revision does not use the most precise language because it does not provide
specific examples of where people can volunteer.

Incorrect. Although the sentence introduces the claim that “high school students should learn
about” volunteering, it focuses on the idea that volunteering strengthens the community,
rather than introducing the claim that volunteering is beneficial for high school students.

REVISING/EDITING PART B

Find Time to Volunteer
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8. The question asks which sentence is least relevant to the ideas presented in the second
paragraph (sentences 5–10) and should be deleted.

E.

F.

G.

H.

Incorrect. Sentence 5 introduces the topic of the second paragraph, which is that finding time
to volunteer “may sound impossible” for many students. Sentence 6 logically follows this idea
because it provides one reason why students might hesitate or be unable to volunteer.
Therefore, sentence 6 is relevant to the ideas presented in the second paragraph and should
not be deleted.

CORRECT. Sentence 7 states that “time and energy” are required for volunteering, which
partially addresses the topic of the second paragraph about the various commitments that fill
high school students’ schedules. However, sentence 7 interrupts the flow of the paragraph by
interjecting specific examples (“volunteering at a retirement center or homeless shelter”) into
a general list of activities and commitments. Thus, the sentence is the least relevant to the
paragraph and should be deleted.

Incorrect. In the second paragraph, the author discusses why some high school students may
hesitate to volunteer. In sentences 6 and 9, the author points out that “schoolwork” and
“family obligations and part-time jobs” are activities that require students’ time and may
cause them to hesitate taking on any additional activities. Sentence 8 contributes to this idea
by stating that “extracurricular activities” also require a time commitment from students. As
a result, sentence 8 contributes to the ideas in the second paragraph and should not be
deleted.

Incorrect. In the second paragraph, the author acknowledges that some high school students
may hesitate to volunteer because of “schoolwork” and “extracurricular activities.”
Sentence 9 contributes to this idea by stating that “family obligations and part-time jobs”
also require a time commitment and may cause students to hesitate to volunteer. Therefore,
sentence 9 contributes to the ideas in the second paragraph and should not be deleted.
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9. The question asks which option would best follow sentence 12 to support the ideas presented in
the third paragraph (sentences 11–12).

A.

B.

C.

D.

Incorrect. The subject of the main clause in sentence 12 is “admissions counselors.” Although
the second sentence in the option mentions “admissions counselors,” it does not support the
ideas in the paragraph, because the statement that “admissions counselors know that
character traits like these will benefit the applicants” focuses on how students benefit while
sentence 12 focuses on how these traits benefit the community.

Incorrect. While sentence 11 discusses the potential academic and professional connections
that can be made through volunteering, sentence 12 moves on to the topic of college
admissions. Since the sentences in the option revert back to the topic of connections, they do
not support and logically follow a sentence about how college admissions counselors view
students with volunteering experience.

Incorrect. Although the sentence in the option continues on the subject of admissions
counselors and follows the idea in sentence 12 that these counselors tend to favor students
who “care about making their community and college campus a better place,” the sentence
focuses on what students will do while in college rather than on how volunteering helps them
get into college. Therefore, the sentence does not best follow sentence 12 and support the
ideas presented in the third paragraph.

CORRECT. In sentence 12, the author states that college admissions counselors view
students who list volunteer work on admissions applications as “applicants who care about
making their community and college campus a better place.” The sentence in the option best
follows sentence 12 and supports the ideas in the third paragraph because it provides
additional details about why admissions counselors look beyond academics when considering
students for admissions and the positive qualities assigned to those who have volunteering
experience.
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10. The question asks which concluding sentence should replace sentence 22 to provide the best
support for the argument presented in the passage.

11. The question asks which sentence should follow sentence 3 to best introduce the topic of the
passage.

E.

A.

F.

B.

G.

C.

H.

D.

Incorrect. Although the sentence lists examples of organizations that depend on
“hardworking young people” as volunteers, it should not replace sentence 22, because its use
of specific examples does not provide a strong conclusion to the main idea in the passage,
and it does not best support the main argument that students benefit themselves and their
community when volunteering.

CORRECT. The sentence introduces the overall topic by previewing the main ideas in the
passage. It introduces the connection between natural elements and well-being (“a healthy
bridge”) and sets up the main argument of the passage (“Placing plants in homes and
offices” can increase people’s well-being).

Incorrect. While the sentence supports the argument that students “will experience a host of
benefits” through volunteerism, it should not replace sentence 22 as a concluding sentence,
because it does not best support the main argument that volunteerism benefits both the
students and their community.

Incorrect. Although sentence 3 mentions the connection between “people and nature,” this
sentence references the importance of spending time near plants while both indoors and
outdoors. However, the passage focuses specifically on the benefits of having indoor plants.

Incorrect. Although the sentence emphasizes the importance of prioritizing volunteerism, it
should not replace sentence 22, because it focuses on the main idea in the second paragraph
(“For many students, this proposition may sound impossible.”), rather than the main
argument that volunteerism benefits both students and their community. This sentence
introduces the idea that student volunteers “are soon encouraging their peers” to volunteer,
which does not best support the argument presented in the passage.

Incorrect: Though the sentence describes a reason why indoor plants are important (“For
[people’s] personal health and well-being”), the topic of the passage is related to the need
for indoor plants, not the need for people to spend more time outdoors.

CORRECT. This sentence should replace sentence 22 to conclude the passage because it lists
specific reasons for volunteering (“Whether they are seeking admission to college, preparing
to enter the workforce, or simply looking to reduce stress”) and best supports the main
argument that volunteering not only helps students but can also help their community (“high
school students who volunteer can help themselves as much as they help others”).

Incorrect. While the sentence refers to how time away from nature can affect health and
well-being, the vague wording (“little connection to nature”) makes this sentence too broad
to introduce the topic of the passage, and thus, it should not follow sentence 3.

The Benefits of Indoor Plants
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12. The question asks for the transition word or phrase that should be added to the beginning of
sentence 5.

13. The question asks for the sentence that could best follow sentence 13 to support the ideas in the
third paragraph (sentences 11–14).

E.

A.

F.

B.

G.

C.

H.

D.

Incorrect. The transition phrase “As a result” conveys a cause-and-effect relationship that
does not exist between the ideas in sentence 4 and sentence 5. Although the plants’
conversion of carbon dioxide into oxygen removes harmful toxins from the air, the process of
photosynthesis (sentence 4) does not deprive people of the plants’ benefits (sentence 5).

CORRECT. The sentence could best follow sentence 13 because it directly supports the main
idea of the third paragraph that indoor plants provide “psychological benefits” (sentence 11)
by presenting the findings of a relevant research study. The details about the study provide a
concrete example of the mental benefits of indoor plants: the employees in the study who
worked near plants “were more creative” and accomplished more than those who worked in
spaces without plants.

Incorrect. Although the passage describes why people should spend time in close proximity
to plants, the idea in sentence 5 is actually in opposition to the idea in sentence 4 rather than
an elaboration of it. The transition word “Primarily” incorrectly suggests that the sentences
describe the same idea.

Incorrect. Although the sentence describes a study in which indoor plants were found to have
a positive effect, it does not clearly support the ideas in sentences 11–14, because the
sentence focuses on the popularity of the hotel rather than psychological benefits. Therefore,
this sentence does not best follow sentence 13 to support the ideas in the third paragraph.

Incorrect. Although sentence 4 describes a positive idea (plants are beneficial) and
sentence 5 describes a negative idea (deprivation), the transition phrase “In contrast”
conveys an inaccurate relationship between the ideas in the sentences. Sentence 5 is not
arguing against the beneficial effect of plants and should not begin with a transition that
implies opposition.

Incorrect. Although the sentence suggests that being “routinely exposed to natural elements”
can increase the positive emotion of compassion, it could not best follow sentence 13,
because the reference to “natural elements” is too vague to sufficiently support the ideas in
the third paragraph. The sentence does not logically follow the idea from sentence 13, which
refers specifically to “encountering natural elements while indoors.”

CORRECT. The relationship between the ideas in the sentences is correctly conveyed with
the transition word “Unfortunately,” which signals the shift from the positive effect described
in sentence 4 (plants are helpful) to the emphasis in sentence 5 that the positive effect is
dependent on proximity to plants.

Incorrect. The sentence develops the idea that indoor plants are helpful by comparing them
to carpeting and stating that they can reduce the amount of noise that people perceive. Noise
cancellation, though convenient, is irrelevant to the topic of the third paragraph, which is
specific to the psychological benefits of indoor plants. Therefore, this sentence does not best
follow sentence 13 to support the ideas in the third paragraph.
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14. The question asks for the sentence that presents ideas irrelevant to the topic of the passage and
should be deleted.

15. The question asks for the concluding sentence that should follow sentence 17 to best support the
information presented in the passage.

E.

A.

F.

B.

G.

C.

H.

D.

Incorrect. Sentence 11 presents one of the key reasons why plants are so important in indoor
spaces: they have a positive effect on mental health. The idea that plants provide
psychological benefits is relevant to the topic of the passage, and the sentence should not be
deleted.

Incorrect. Although the sentence describes plants as “vital to our wholeness and wellness,”
the detail about the absorption of carbon dioxide from the air is overly specific and does not
capture the broader argument presented in the passage (that placing plants indoors “is a
significant factor in a person’s well-being” [sentence 15]).

Incorrect. Sentence 14 is relevant to the topic because it explains how many plants a person
should add to a space in order to experience “the maximum benefit of natural elements.” This
idea addresses the main topic of the passage, and the sentence should not be deleted.

Incorrect. The sentence’s reference to particular types of plants suitable for indoor spaces
supports the idea of incorporating nature into a home or office, but the sentence does not
address the benefits people can experience for doing so and thus does not present a logical
conclusion for the information in the passage.

Incorrect. Although “connecting with nature” is somewhat broader than the topic of the
passage, sentence 15 is relevant and belongs in the passage because it specifically refers to
using indoor plants as one way to connect with nature (“even just by being near an indoor
plant”). Therefore, the sentence should not be deleted.

CORRECT. The sentence directly presents the argument of the passage (“More people should
consider bringing natural elements inside”) and supports the central ideas in the second and
third paragraphs relating to the health and psychological benefits of having indoor plants.

CORRECT. While the topic of the passage is the harm caused by the “separation between
people and nature” (sentence 3), the reference in sentence 16 to “an electronic screen” is
irrelevant to the topic of the passage. The idea that “today’s workers need to get up and get
outdoors” (sentence 16) is, in fact, the opposite of what the passage argues, and the
sentence should be deleted.

Incorrect. Although the sentence notes the positive impact that houseplants can have on air
quality, the sentence does not logically follow the preceding information about the overall
benefits to a person’s health and well-being.
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READING COMPREHENSION

16. The question asks what the newspaper editor’s comments in paragraph 1 reveal about Ederle’s
challenges leading up to her attempt to swim across the channel.

17. The question asks for the best summary of Ederle’s steps to prepare for her second attempt to
swim across the English Channel.

E.

A.

F.

B.

G.

C.

H.

D.

Incorrect. The idea that Ederle was at a disadvantage because she was American rather than
English, and thus less familiar with the channel, was not the basis for the newspaper editor’s
comments about the outcome of her swim.

CORRECT. Ederle’s preparation is outlined in paragraph 4. This option is correct because it
acknowledges the idea that Ederle involved her sister in this process, and it details the efforts
the two took to improve Ederle’s equipment, including sealing her goggles with wax and
designing a better swimsuit.

Incorrect. The passage establishes that Ederle was a highly accomplished swimmer who had
won major world competitions (“Gertrude Ederle, an American swimmer with eighteen world
records and three Olympic medals” [paragraph 1]).

Incorrect. The option focuses on Ederle’s actions in the moments before her swim (covering
her body with grease for insulation) and during her swim (finding her “sphere”), not her
overall preparation methods.

Incorrect. The newspaper editor’s point was that Ederle would be unsuccessful in her attempt
to complete the swim because she was a woman, not that people were uncomfortable with
the idea since no woman had attempted it before.

Incorrect. The option refers to a way that Ederle’s coach helped Ederle keep her strokes in
rhythm during her swim. While this option suggests that Ederle and her coach had made
thoughtful preparations, it does not address the many other steps that Ederle took to prepare
for the swim.

CORRECT. The comments reveal a lack of social support since many people believed that a
woman, no matter how skilled a swimmer, did not have the strength to overcome the
physical challenges that the dangerous channel waters presented (“He claimed that ‘even the
most uncompromising champion of the rights and capacities of women must admit that in
contests of physical skill, speed and endurance they must remain forever the weaker sex.’ ”
[paragraph 1]).

Incorrect. The option does not refer to the series of steps that Ederle took to prepare for her
swim, but rather to just one of the efforts made (improving equipment), without
acknowledging her sister’s contributions.

READING COMPREHENSION

Champion of the Channel
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18. The question asks about the effect of the word “insurmountable,” which means “incapable of
being overcome,” in paragraph 4.

19. The question asks how a problem-and-solution structure in paragraph 5 contributes to the ideas
presented in the passage.

E.

A.

F.

B.

G.

C.

H.

D.

Incorrect. Ederle did not complete her first swim because she became ill (“Just six miles short
of finishing, she became ill, and her coach had to haul her out of the water.” [paragraph 3]),
not because the suit made it impossible for Ederle to complete her swim.

Incorrect. The details in paragraph 5 do not provide a connection between the cold
temperature of the water and the effectiveness of Ederle’s training.

Incorrect. The author uses the word “insurmountable” to draw attention to the increased
difficulty caused by the swimsuit, not to draw attention to the sisters’ creativity in solving the
problem.

Incorrect. The difficulties Ederle encountered were only partially relieved by her team, and
her team’s efforts to ensure Ederle’s safety are not explained in the passage.

CORRECT. The suit Ederle wore during her first attempt to swim the channel “stretched out,
filling with water and creating drag” (paragraph 4), which likely contributed to her failed
attempt to swim across the channel.

Incorrect. The paragraph does not focus on the relationship between the problems Ederle
encountered at the start of her swim and the problems she encountered during or near the
end of her swim.

Incorrect. The passage does not address whether the original swimsuit was custom made,
simply that the swimsuit created additional difficulties for Ederle in a situation that was
already difficult.

CORRECT. The paragraph describes how the water’s temperature made Ederle
uncomfortable and made it difficult for her to regulate her stroke. The paragraph continues
with the explanation of how she overcame these issues by focusing her mind on the sea and
tuning out the distractions in her surroundings (“the sea became her only companion and the
shrieks of gulls and the humming of boat engines faded away.” [paragraph 5]).
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20. The question asks for the best support for the idea that Ederle’s swim across the channel was
successful because of her innovative approach to the challenge.

21. The question asks for an explanation of how paragraph 7 contributes to the development of a
central idea of the passage.

E.

A.

F.

B.

G.

C.

H.

D.

Incorrect. The sentence from paragraph 1 shows that Ederle’s performance was
groundbreaking but not necessarily innovative.

Incorrect. Although Ederle needed to remain focused on her goal, the idea that her physical
strength and mental fortitude allowed her to maintain this focus is not illustrated in
paragraph 7. Paragraph 7 instead contributes to the development of a central idea by
emphasizing Ederle’s emotional responses over the course of her swim.

Incorrect. The layers of grease mentioned in the sentence from paragraph 5 primarily served
to insulate (keep Ederle warm) by helping her maintain her body temperature in the cold
water; neither the sentence in paragraph 5 nor surrounding text evidence establish that this
was an innovative practice.

Incorrect. While paragraph 7 describes some of the physical challenges that Ederle faced
(“The salty water caused her tongue to swell and inflamed her ears.”), the statement that she
“pushed herself to the edge of her physical capabilities” is not the most accurate way to
describe the focus of this paragraph. This option is incorrect because it omits the paragraph’s
focus on Ederle’s emotional responses to the challenging circumstances of her swim.

CORRECT. The sentence from paragraph 5 explains that Ederle employed a newly
developed, or innovative, type of stroke that allowed her to maintain her pace through the
rough water.

Incorrect. While paragraph 7 describes Ederle’s feelings of happiness and amusement during
her swim, these feelings were caused by her anticipation and excitement as she approached
achieving her goal, not by the severe weather.

Incorrect. While the sentence from paragraph 7 relates to a small component of Ederle’s
success (the storm calming and the tide shifting), those changes were not a result of Ederle
employing innovative techniques.

CORRECT. Paragraph 7 contributes to the development of a central idea by describing
Ederle’s emotional state over the course of her swim. A central idea of the passage is that
Ederle’s passion and determination allowed her to accomplish her goal of being the first
woman to cross the English Channel. Paragraph 7 shows her passion and determination by
emphasizing the positive emotions Ederle felt as she progressed during her swim, despite the
unfavorable conditions (“For hours Ederle swam, dodging debris with an amused smile” and
“Yet Ederle felt indescribably happy as she churned through the sea”).
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22. The question asks how the idea that many people were interested in Ederle’s attempt to swim
the channel is mainly illustrated in the passage.

23. The question asks for the sentence from the passage that best conveys the author’s perspective
about the impact of Ederle’s swim.

E.

A.

F.

B.

G.

C.

H.

D.

Incorrect. While paragraph 3 states that “a rival female swimmer was preparing to make her
second attempt at the crossing as well,” which suggests that Ederle’s competitor was
interested in Ederle’s attempt to swim the channel, this information does not establish that
many people were interested in Ederle’s attempt.

Incorrect. Although this option shows Ederle’s determination to accomplish her goal, it does
not convey the author’s perspective. Rather, the option reinforces Ederle’s own perspective
about the challenge that she was facing.

CORRECT. Paragraph 6 includes the detail that newspaper reporters followed Ederle on a
tugboat and “wired dispatches of her progress to shore,” which suggests that an audience
was waiting for news about Ederle’s progress. Paragraph 8 states that when Ederle reached
shore, “the waiting crowd roared, honked their automobile horns, blasted their tugboat
whistles, and set off flares that flashed in the sky.” Further, paragraph 9 states that when
Ederle returned to New York, “thousands of people” attended a parade in her honor. These
details describing the celebration of Ederle’s feat further illustrate the idea that many people
were interested in what she had accomplished.

Incorrect. The sentence presented in this option is incorrect because it relates to Ederle’s
state of mind as she came closer to achieving her goal and does not provide details about the
author’s opinion of the impact of Ederle’s accomplishment.

Incorrect. While paragraph 9 states that “more than 60,000 people credited [Ederle] with
motivating them to earn their American Red Cross swimming certificates,” this detail
describes how Ederle’s historic swim influenced people after the fact but does not illustrate
the level of public interest during the attempt itself.

Incorrect. The sentence presented in this option is incorrect because it simply presents
Ederle’s emotional state as she nears her goal and does not provide information about the
author’s perspective.

Incorrect. Paragraph 6 provides details about how Ederle’s “coach, family, and friends”
displayed signs, played songs, and “passed her baby bottles of broth” to help her maintain
her motivation and stamina. However, these resources do not suggest the idea that people
beyond Ederle’s immediate support team were interested in her attempt to swim the channel.

CORRECT. This option is correct because, throughout the passage, the author emphasizes
that Ederle’s accomplishment was memorable and great, which is best stated in the sentence
from paragraph 8.
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24. The question asks how the table supports the information in paragraph 9.

25. The question asks how the details in paragraph 1 convey a central idea of the passage. A specific
central idea that needs to be identified in order to correctly answer this question is that reading a
digital book “might be inferior” (paragraph 1) to reading a traditional book.

E.

A.

F.

B.

G.

C.

H.

D.

CORRECT. The table supports the information in paragraph 9 by showing that people have
continued to swim the channel and have improved upon past records. The information in the
table about records set by those who came after Ederle builds upon the idea that “Gertrude
Ederle’s accomplishment proved to the world that with determination and passion, it was
possible for a person to achieve his or her goals” (paragraph 9).

Incorrect. In paragraph 1, the author notes that despite the popularity of e-books, their sales
fell in 2015, leading to the author’s statement that “print definitely isn’t dead.” While these
statements suggest that readers still purchase and enjoy printed books, sales information
between print and e-books is not compared. Therefore, these details do not convey a central
idea of the passage.

Incorrect. Even though paragraph 9 states that Ederle “inspired [everyday American citizens]
to be more active” and the table presents the time for the current female record holder, there
is no indication in paragraph 9 or in the table that the record holder was inspired by Ederle.

CORRECT. The author states in paragraph 1 that “according to some research,” reading a
traditional book “may actually be a better choice for some readers” because “digital reading
affects us differently.” The author then supports this statement throughout the passage,
detailing five advantages that printed books have over e-books. This detail helps convey a
central idea of the passage.

Incorrect. Although paragraph 3 mentions that Ederle had a female rival and the table
includes the speed records of other female swimmers, paragraph 9 focuses on the impact
Ederle’s swim had on average Americans (“inspired them to be more active” and “motivating
them to earn their American Red Cross swimming certificates”) and does not provide
information about other female swimmers competing with Ederle to set the channel-swim
record.

Incorrect. In paragraph 1, the author refers to printed books as “traditional books” and the
“dead-tree cousins” of e-books. Although these references suggest that printed books rely on
natural materials more than e-books do, the author does not provide additional details in the
passage to convey this idea. Therefore, this detail does not help convey a central idea of the
passage.

Incorrect. Although paragraph 1 mentions that Ederle “broke the men’s record by two hours”
and the table allows for comparisons between the earliest speed records and those of the
present day, there is no mention in paragraph 9 of past, present, or future channel-swim
records.

Incorrect. Although the author states in paragraph 1 that “traditional books still have their
evangelists,” the author does not provide additional statistics or details in the passage to
convey the idea that some people recommend buying printed books over e-books. Therefore,
this detail does not help convey a central idea of the passage.

5 Reasons Physical Books Might Be Better Than E-Books
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26. The question asks which evidence from the passage best supports the claim in paragraph 1 that
“print definitely isn’t dead.”

E.

F.

G.

H.

CORRECT. In paragraph 5, the author points out that “while e-book textbooks are often
cheaper (and easier to carry) than traditional door-stop textbooks, college students often
don’t prefer them.” The author adds that “in some surveys of college kids, the majority of
students have reported preferring print books.” As a result, this evidence from the passage
supports the claim in paragraph 1 that “print definitely isn’t dead.”

Incorrect. In the passage, the author cites several studies that provide evidence that younger
students “who read on iPads had lower reading comprehension than when they read
traditional printed books” (paragraph 2). While this evidence supports the benefits of using
traditional print material, it does not fully support the claim in paragraph 1 that “print
definitely isn’t dead.”

Incorrect. Although the main idea of paragraph 6 is supported by the 2014 study that showed
that “people who used e-readers with LED screens at night slept worse and were more tired
the next day,” this detail does not support the claim in paragraph 1 that “print definitely isn’t
dead.”

Incorrect. The author states in paragraph 6 that “staring at a lit screen can be tiring for the
eyes and the brain” and that “reading digitally required a higher cognitive workload.”
Although these details illustrate how using e-readers can have negative physical and mental
effects, they do not support the claim in paragraph 1 that “print definitely isn’t dead.”
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27. The question asks how the findings from the studies described in paragraph 6 are important to
the author’s observations in paragraphs 7 and 8.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Incorrect. The evidence from the studies mentioned in paragraph 6 is not substantially
supported by the personal opinions the author shares in paragraph 7 (“And if you’re going to
be up all night studying, turn off the backlight”) or in paragraph 8 (“melt your brain” and
“digital distractions”).

CORRECT. In paragraph 6, the author cites studies from 2005 and 2014 that found that LED
screens can “disrupt sleep patterns” and that “people who used e-readers with LED screens
at night slept worse and were more tired the next day.” Then, in paragraph 7, the author
suggests that “if you’re going to be up all night studying, turn off the backlight,” and in
paragraph 8, the author explains some differences between reading e-books on various
devices. This information is not based on a personal opinion; instead, it is based on practical
conclusions drawn from scientific evidence.

Incorrect. In paragraph 6, the author cites a 2005 study in which researchers found that
“reading digitally required a higher cognitive workload than reading on paper.” Then, in
paragraph 8, the author concludes that “reading an e-book on a computer is a much different
experience than reading on a Kindle, which is specifically designed for consuming books.”
Although the findings in paragraph 6 are important, they do not highlight the information
presented by the author that digital reading experiences vary based on the reader and the
device.

Incorrect. The author states in paragraph 8 that “reading an e-book on a computer is a much
different experience than reading on a Kindle” and mentions how the same thing is true for
“an interactive e-book on an iPad” compared with an e-book on “a simpler e-book device.”
Readers may conclude that this statement is meant to indicate the author’s belief that more
studies on more types of devices are needed. However, the author does not state or imply
this belief in the passage.
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28. The question asks which sentence is the best summary of the research into the effects of e-book
reading.

E.

F.

G.

H.

Incorrect. In paragraph 5, the author notes that “college students often don’t prefer” e-book
textbooks but that more than half the children in a study reported “preferring screen
reading.” Paragraph 3 describes a study that showed that “ ‘enhanced’ ” e-books might be
distracting for young children. Therefore, this sentence is not the best summary, because it
overstates the opinions of college students and implies that college students are distracted by
interactive features, which is not discussed in the text.

Incorrect. According to the information in paragraph 3, children who read “ ‘enhanced’ ”
e-books “remembered fewer narrative details than those who read print books or basic
e-books.” A study conducted with a group of tenth graders showed that these students
“remembered more about texts if they read them in print rather than on a computer screen”
(paragraph 4). Although the author points out in paragraph 2 that “some interactive features
in e-books are designed to enhance comprehension,” a study found that “ ‘enhanced’ e-books
might be distracting” (paragraph 3). Therefore, this sentence does not provide the best
summary of the research about e-book reading, because the author does not show that e-
books aid in reading comprehension.

CORRECT. The author states in paragraph 2 that studies found that “students who read on
iPads had lower reading comprehension than when they read traditional printed books” and
that “e-books can be detrimental to the practice of reading itself.” In paragraph 3, the author
also points out that a study found that “ ‘enhanced’ e-books might be distracting” and that
children “remembered fewer narrative details than those who read print books or basic
e-books.” Finally, in paragraph 6, the author states that “staring at a lit screen can be tiring
for the eyes and the brain” and that “a 2005 study from Sweden found that reading digitally
required a higher cognitive workload than reading on paper.” Therefore, this sentence
provides the best summary of the research about e-book reading, because it includes
accurate information about the results of the studies discussed in the text.

Incorrect. In paragraph 2, the author does point out that “researchers noted that some
interactive features in e-books are designed to enhance comprehension, and that those might
be more helpful than game-type interactive graphics.” The author also explains in
paragraph 3 how children “were more engaged with [e-books] physically.” Because this
sentence does not include important details about reading comprehension or the physical toll
of e-book reading on readers, it does not provide the best summary of the research about
e-book reading.
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29. The question asks which sentence from the passage suggests that people in the future will likely
choose e-books over print books.

30. The question asks which evidence in the passage is most relevant to the author’s claim that “our
expectations of e-book reading . . . might affect how we approach the text” (paragraph 9).

A.

E.

B.

F.

C.

G.

D.

H.

Incorrect. While this sentence from paragraph 2 implies high engagement with the interactive
features of e-books, it does not provide explicit evidence indicating that engagement with
e-books is a reason for choosing them over print books.

CORRECT. According to information in the passage, “kids sometimes skipped text in favor of
interactive features” (paragraph 2) and they “remembered fewer narrative details”
(paragraph 3). Additionally, a study found that “participants didn’t regulate their study time
with digital books like they did with paper texts, leading to worse performances”
(paragraph 9). This information directly demonstrates the author’s claim that expectations of
e-book reading might be affected by how people approach the text.

Incorrect. While this sentence from paragraph 2 highlights some of the benefits of e-books,
such as the potential to “enhance comprehension,” those benefits are not explicitly linked to
readers choosing e-books over print books.

Incorrect. In paragraph 3, the author states that e-books may be physically engaging, but
they are also “distracting,” and readers who used them “remembered fewer narrative details.”
While this evidence is important in helping readers understand why children who read
e-books may comprehend less information than children who read print text, the evidence
does not as strongly relate to the author’s claim as the idea in the correct answer does.

Incorrect. This sentence from paragraph 3 provides evidence that shows both benefits and
drawbacks of reading e-books, including higher engagement but a decreased ability to recall
details. Therefore, the sentence does not clarify why readers would choose e-books over print
books.

Incorrect. The author states that one “study of adults also found that e-books can be hard to
absorb” (paragraph 4) and that “if you’re really trying to absorb material, you might want to
go for a physical book” (paragraph 7). Although the evidence presented here provides
support for the idea that retaining information from an e-book is more difficult than from a
print book, it does not as strongly relate to the author’s claim as the idea in the correct
answer does.

CORRECT. In this sentence from paragraph 5, the author cites a 2012 study that found that
over 50 percent of 8- to 16-year-olds “reported preferring screen reading.” Since this specific
age group will one day influence the future of reading, and the results of the study provide a
compelling percentage, this sentence provides clear evidence for what future readers will
prefer.

Incorrect. The author points out in paragraph 4 that adults “who read the story on a Kindle
performed worse on the chronology test than the book readers.” Although this evidence
shows how well adults can recall a series of events read in an e-book versus how well adults
can recall a series of events read in a print book, the evidence does not as strongly relate to
the author’s claim as the idea in the correct answer does.
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31. The question asks which sentence from the passage best reveals the author’s point of view about
e-books.

32. The question asks how the description in the first stanza (lines 1–7) helps establish a central
idea of the poem.

A.

E.

B.

F.

C.

G.

D.

H.

CORRECT. The sentence from paragraph 1 best reveals the author’s point of view because it
introduces the author’s argument that “e-books might be inferior,” which is illustrated
throughout the text.

Incorrect. Details comparing the length of time the mountains have existed with the length of
time the city has existed are referenced later in the poem.

Incorrect. The sentence from paragraph 5 provides a small detail about college students
preferring traditional books over e-books despite the fact that e-books may seem ideal by
being “cheaper (and easier to carry).” This statement supports one point made in the text but
not the author’s broader point of view about e-books in general.

CORRECT. The poem is mostly about the grandeur of the mountains in spite of the spread of
civilization. The first stanza contrasts these two elements.

Incorrect. In the second sentence from paragraph 8, the author discusses answers to why “all
this may not mean that reading on a Kindle is really going to melt your brain” and compares
reading on a Kindle with reading on a computer to explain how they are different. The
sentence focuses on the experiences with using two types of e-book devices rather than on
the author’s broader opinion about e-books.

Incorrect. The poem actually communicates the message that people do not recognize the
greatness of the mountains. This message is conveyed in the second stanza rather than in
the first stanza.

Incorrect. In the last sentence from paragraph 8, the author uses the previous comparison
between reading on a Kindle and reading on a computer to illustrate the differences between
“playing with an interactive e-book on an iPad” and using “a simpler e-book device that only
presents the text” and limits distractions. However, similar to the sentence in Option C, this
sentence focuses on the experiences of using two types of e-book devices rather than on the
author’s broader point of view about e-books.

Incorrect. Although the first stanza mentions the size of the mountains, it does not imply that
people cannot see how large the mountains are.

Snowy Mountains
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33. The question asks how line 5 helps develop the theme of the poem.

34. The question asks how the isolation of the word “Uprise” in line 7 affects the meaning of the
poem.

35. The question asks how the poet develops the speaker’s point of view in the second stanza.

A.

E.

A.

B.

F.

B.

C.

G.

C.

D.

H.

D.

CORRECT. Line 5 helps develop the theme that the mountains are more important than
people realize by suggesting that the mountains serve a noble, supportive purpose in the
world.

Incorrect. The word “Uprise” describes the mountains and, therefore, does not create a
contrast between the plateau and the city buildings but rather between the mountains and
the plateau.

Incorrect. The speaker’s descriptions of the mountains’ awe-inspiring size and strength
mainly occur in the first and third stanzas, while in the second stanza, the speaker focuses on
humanity and its negative effect on the mountains.

Incorrect. While the poem does describe the strength and permanence of the mountains, the
line does not suggest that these traits attract the clouds.

Incorrect. The word “Uprise” contrasts the mountains with the plateau; it does not compare
the mountains to the buildings in the city.

Incorrect. The wording of the second stanza—“makes war” (line 10), “Splits down their
shining sides” (line 12), and “Destroys the lonely fragments” (line 14)—communicates the
speaker’s position that people’s main impact on the mountains is destructive; the wording
does not illustrate different ways people impact the natural environment.

Incorrect. While the line states that the highest peaks are “at rest,” the mountains mentioned
in the poem have already been harmed by human influence and do not remain untamed or
untouched.

Incorrect. The word “Uprise” does not create a vision of the region before people developed
the land because the first stanza, which line 7 concludes, reveals that the land has already
been developed. Line 3 establishes that the mountains rise “above the dingy city-roofs.”

CORRECT. In the second stanza, the speaker criticizes the destructive actions of “the world”
(lines 8 and 10) against the mountains—actions such as tunneling “their granite cliffs”
(line 11) and destroying “the lonely fragments of their peace” (line 14).

Incorrect. While pillars are strong and may indicate shelter, there is no suggestion in the line
that the mountains are protecting the people. Additionally, this concept is not a theme of the
poem.

CORRECT. The isolation of the word “Uprise” powerfully emphasizes the first stanza’s
description of the magnificent mountains standing tall above the land below.

Incorrect. In the second stanza, the speaker does not describe a positive relationship
between the mountains and the people.
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36. The question asks for the line from the poem that best supports the idea that people have
sacrificed natural beauty for profit.

37. The question asks for the detail from the poem that reflects the speaker’s view that people often
fail to appreciate that which is familiar.

38. The question asks how the details in the third stanza most contribute to the development of a
theme of the poem.

E.

A.

E.

F.

B.

F.

G.

C.

G.

H.

D.

H.

Incorrect. While city roofs may spoil the natural beauty, they do not directly symbolize
financial gain or profit in line 3.

Incorrect. Line 6 describes the mountains’ location, rather than their long existence or their
familiarity.

CORRECT. In the third stanza, phrases such as “Wilderness still untamed” (line 17), “time-
resisting storm-worn stone” (line 22), and “The mountains swing along” (line 23) convey the
message that in spite of the destruction described in the second stanza, the mountains
manage to maintain their wild magnificence.

Incorrect. Although making a profit might have been the root cause of the damage that was
done to the mountains, making war on the mountains is not a direct message about profit or
financial gain in line 10.

CORRECT. Line 9 most directly supports this idea by implying that the mountains have been
there for so long that people are accustomed to seeing them and no longer appreciate their
beauty and value.

Incorrect. While the phrase “Barrier broken down” (line 21) conveys the idea that people can
have some effect on the natural landscape, it does not convey how nature affects people.

Incorrect. Although tunneling through the mountains affects the natural beauty of the
mountains, it does not directly symbolize financial gain or profit in line 11.

Incorrect. In line 12, the mention of harm that has been done to the mountains does not
connect to a sense of familiarity.

Incorrect. The phrase “those who do not need” (line 21) implies a choice to damage nature
and not a lack of awareness or understanding.

CORRECT. Advertisements are often used as a means to gain a profit, as implied by the soap
advertisements in line 13. Additionally, the word “Plasters,” in line 13, communicates a
negative connotation for the use of advertisements on the priceless natural beauty of the
mountains.

Incorrect. Although line 18 alludes to the long existence of the mountains, it does not
connect this long existence with a sense of familiarity or the failure of people to appreciate
the mountains’ worth.

Incorrect. The third stanza is not a call to humanity to respect the mountains but a
description of the untamed, welcoming mountains and the joy they provide for those who
appreciate them.
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39. The question asks how lines 21–22 help convey the speaker’s point of view.

40. The question asks what the personification in the concluding lines of the poem suggests about
the mountains.

A.

E.

B.

F.

C.

G.

D.

H.

Incorrect. The word “barrier” (line 21) refers to the speaker’s opinion that the mountains
were “spread by Gods” (line 19) and not to an obstacle that the speaker thinks should be
removed.

CORRECT. Line 25’s use of the word “Welcoming” suggests that the mountains are kind
hosts. Lines 23 and 26, with language such as “The mountains swing along” and “The mists
that dance and drive before the sun,” imply the carefree nature of the mountains as they
resist the destructive work of humanity.

Incorrect. While the lines indicate that people have lost the need to connect with nature, they
do not reveal that the speaker thinks that the cause of this loss is busyness.

Incorrect. The personification in the lines conveys a sense of optimism and endurance, with
no language to suggest coming destruction.

CORRECT. The words “those who do not need / The joy” in lines 21–22 suggest the
speaker’s sadness that people do not realize that they are destroying something wonderful
and irreplaceable.

Incorrect. Although the lines mention that “the mountains swing along” (line 23) and “the
mists . . . dance” (line 26), the personification is used to describe the mountains’
perseverance, rather than to suggest that the mountains are amused by the concerns of
others.

Incorrect. Although the speaker does say that the stone is “time-resisting” (line 22), this
belief is only a small detail of the speaker’s point of view.

Incorrect. Although the second stanza develops the idea that the mountains have been
mistreated by humans, which might be a source of pain, the concluding lines emphasize the
joy and perseverance of the mountains as they “swing along” (line 23) despite significant
adversity.
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41. The question asks how the phrase from paragraph 2 affects the tone in the first part of the
excerpt.

42. The question asks for evidence from the excerpt that best supports the idea that Margaret is
unfamiliar with traveling to new places by train.

43. The question asks how the simile in the sentence from paragraph 4 affects the tone of the
paragraph.

A.

E.

A.

B.

F.

B.

C.

G.

C.

D.

H.

D.

Incorrect. When Margaret recalls the interaction, there is no indication that she blames the
men for her current problem.

Incorrect. Margaret’s actions in the sentence from paragraph 1 are decisive as she gathers
her belongings to exit the train; she is familiar with rail travel.

Incorrect. Margaret is confused and indecisive, showing her discomfort with her situation.

Incorrect. While the description of how Margaret “hastily [gathers] up her belongings” and
“[hurries] down the aisle” (paragraph 1) may give the appearance of being defiant, there is
no evidence that she intentionally put herself in this vulnerable position just to make a point.

Incorrect. In the sentence from paragraph 2, Margaret is using her knowledge about trains to
attempt to interpret the actions of others; she is familiar with trains, even if a particular
destination has not been mentioned.

CORRECT. The image of two or three fireflies creating small specks of light in the darkness
creates a sense of isolation or loneliness in Margaret, as shown in the sentence “A sudden
feeling of isolation took possession of her” (paragraph 4).

CORRECT. The phrase includes the words “all three” and “taken the trouble,” emphasizing
Margaret’s early frustration as she recalls with some confused irritation that the men thought
she needed an abundance of help earlier, but none of them is around to help when the train
stops.

CORRECT. If Margaret has never traveled to this region by train before, she must guess or
attempt to interpret what she sees. This idea is best represented in the sentence in
paragraph 3 where she questions whether the stations in the West have platforms.

Incorrect. Margaret is not tranquil; rather, she expresses distress, questions her decisions,
and worries about being labeled a “fool” (paragraph 4).

Incorrect. While the conductor, brakeman, and porter have all looked after Margaret by
alerting her that her station was next, it is unclear whether Margaret appreciates this excess
of attention. The phrase instead conveys Margaret’s annoyance about a situation in which
assistance from the railroad employees would have been welcome but is not provided.

Incorrect. While the sentence from paragraph 4 shows that Margaret is trying to better
understand her situation in the darkness, her ability to identify the train’s engine and the
figures carrying lanterns indicates some familiarity with her mode of travel.

Incorrect. Margaret experiences feelings of isolation and begins to question her decision in
paragraph 4, but these feelings do not become extreme until paragraph 9, where she feels “a
sickening sense of terror and failure” as the train pulls away.

Excerpt from A Voice in the Wilderness
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44. The question asks how Margaret’s earlier interactions with the conductor, brakeman, and porter
affect the plot.

45. The question asks for an explanation of what the imagery in the sentence from paragraph 9
conveys.

E.

A.

F.

B.

G.

C.

H.

D.

CORRECT. Because the conductor, brakeman, and porter have all “taken the trouble to tell
her that hers was the next station” (paragraph 2), Margaret assumes that the next time the
train stops, she will have reached her station. This assumption causes Margaret to get off the
train at the next stop without waiting for help or confirmation, but the stop turns out to be
just “a pause to water the engine” (paragraph 15). This mistaken assumption creates the
main problem that Margaret confronts in the passage.

Incorrect. Margaret’s “sickening sense of terror” indicates that she is extremely afraid of
being left behind rather than increasingly irritated with the other passengers.

Incorrect. Although Margaret’s earlier interactions with the three railroad employees cause
her to think that she knows when to get off the train, it is clear from paragraph 4 that
Margaret is deeply confused and does not know what to do once she has exited the train car.
She muses uneasily, “Perhaps she ought not to have got out until some one came to help her.
Perhaps the train had not pulled into the station yet and she ought to get back on it and wait”
(paragraph 4).

Incorrect. Although Margaret is “screaming, running, trying to attract some one’s attention”
in an effort to be noticed so that the train will stop, she is not attempting to keep up with the
train. This option omits consideration of the “mocking clatter” of the train, which emphasizes
Margaret’s helplessness rather than her physical efforts.

Incorrect. Margaret wonders in paragraph 3 whether the train is “so long that her car had
stopped before reaching [the station]” and speculates in paragraph 4 that “the train had not
pulled into the station yet.” These thoughts reflect her assumption (based on her interactions
with the three railroad employees) that the next stop is her station. However, Margaret’s
speculation that the train has not fully pulled into the station does not significantly affect the
plot.

Incorrect. While Margret’s screaming and running could easily suggest feelings of anger, the
description of her “sickening sense of terror and failure” indicates otherwise.

Incorrect. Margaret wonders in paragraph 3 whether they “have platforms in this wild
Western land” and is expecting to see a platform because her interactions with the three
railroad employees have led her to believe that she has reached a station. However, it is
unclear whether Margaret really believes that rural stations all lack platforms, and her
speculation on this point is not further developed in the passage and does not affect the plot.

CORRECT. The words “useless” and “failure” in the sentence indicate that Margaret’s best
efforts do not help her. The phrase “the last car slatted itself past” shows that Margaret is
helpless to stop the train from departing, which leaves her completely vulnerable.
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46. The question asks about the relationship between the theme and paragraph 9, where Margaret
desperately tries to get someone on the train to notice her.

47. The question asks what the figurative language emphasizes in the sentence from paragraph 10.

E.

A.

F.

B.

G.

C.

H.

D.

CORRECT. One important theme of this excerpt concerns Margaret’s willingness to take
action to ensure that she reaches her destination. This determination, described in Option A,
is why she gathers her belongings together without help, gets off the train without being
assisted by employees, and then attempts to climb back on while the train employees are
busy examining the engine.

Incorrect. While the image of Margaret’s hands dropping at her sides could suggest a sense
of doubt, the figurative language in the sentence emphasizes a different feeling about her
situation and does not indicate her intentions.

Incorrect. While the narrator describes her screaming as useless, she does not feel that her
efforts overall are useless, and she does not give up until paragraph 10.

Incorrect. While the figurative language suggests that the train is mocking Margaret, this
language is not referring to the people onboard, who are described in paragraph 8 as
“comfortable and safe inside, unconscious of her need.”

Incorrect. While Margaret is feeling a sense of “failure” in paragraph 9, she does not
condemn herself as the train moves away.

Incorrect. While Margaret is worried in paragraph 4 about embarrassing herself, she now
feels “dazed” because she is overwhelmed with the seriousness of what has just happened.

Incorrect. Margaret expresses “terror” in paragraph 9 over being unable to catch someone’s
attention, not frustration about her lack of control over her surroundings.

CORRECT. As Margaret stands and reaches out “helpless hands,” the language used to
describe the train as “swinging tauntingly” and having “a leer in its eye” underscores
Margaret’s fears of being left alone and being vulnerable; there is nothing she can do to
change the situation at this point.
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48. The question asks how paragraph 11 contributes to the plot of the excerpt.

49. The question asks how the use of problem-solution in paragraph 2 contributes to the
development of ideas in the passage.

E.

A.

F.

B.

G.

C.

H.

D.

CORRECT. In paragraph 5, Margaret assumes there is a station (“It was probably on the
other [side], but she was standing too near the cars to see”), but in paragraph 11, the
station that had been “so real” in Margaret’s mind actually does not exist.

Incorrect. While the discussion “aboard ship” in 1832 reminded Morse of the lectures he had
attended at Yale College and made him consider how a coded message could be sent “over a
wire” (paragraph 2), it was Morse’s failed attempts with electricity that caused him to reach
out to Gale for help.

Incorrect. Margaret’s main problem is not that her imagination has led her astray but rather
that her inexperience with this train route has caused her to misinterpret the events that
have occurred. Paragraph 11 reveals that she has been acting on faulty assumptions;
however, her assumptions are somewhat justified by the events that have occurred.

Incorrect. While “Morse found when he began to develop his idea that he had little real
understanding of the nature of electricity” (paragraph 2), the paragraph does not state that
he was discouraged; it was his failed experimentation that resulted in him first realizing that
he needed help.

Incorrect. While Margaret seems somewhat in awe of her surroundings in paragraph 12 and
she “gasped” in paragraph 11, her exclamation is one of shock at the discovery, not surprise
over an unexpected adventure.

Incorrect. Paragraph 2 states that “Morse came to understand how [Faraday’s electromagnet]
worked,” and this understanding is what caused him to think about sending messages over a
wire. Also, Morse’s difficulty was in understanding the properties of electricity in general once
he began his experimentation.

Incorrect. While paragraph 11 describes how Margaret responds to the distressing situation
that her actions and decisions have created, the paragraph does not offer insight into how
Margaret generally responds to problems or conflicts.

CORRECT. The author’s use of problem-solution in paragraph 2 contributes to the
development of ideas in the passage because the author states that “Morse found when he
began to develop his idea that he had little real understanding of the nature of electricity, and
. . . he finally turned for help to . . . Leonard D. Gale.” Thus, Morse’s longtime fascination was
not enough to make up for his lack of knowledge about electricity.

Invention of the Telegraph
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50. The question asks how the use of sequencing, or arranging in chronological order, in paragraph 3
contributes to the overall structure of the passage.

51. The question asks how the details of the section “The Growth of an Idea” help convey a central
idea of the passage.

E.

A.

F.

B.

G.

C.

H.

D.

Incorrect. Although the inventions and advancements of others assisted in the development
of the telegraph, the passage does not suggest that the other men were attempting to create
their own telegraph systems.

Incorrect. Although paragraph 2 in this section states that Morse “speculated that it might be
possible to send a coded message over a wire,” this section does not describe Morse and his
colleagues’ ultimate success at sending such a message.

CORRECT. The use of sequencing in paragraph 3 emphasizes that Morse’s telegraph was
created through a process of building upon earlier scientific ideas and breakthroughs.
Paragraph 3 shows that when Morse approached Leonard D. Gale for help, Gale was able to
inform Morse about Joseph Henry’s earlier experiments and research concerning electricity.
Further, Gale built upon Henry’s work by showing Morse how to “regularly boost the strength
of a signal and overcome the distance problems he had encountered by using a relay system
Henry had invented.”

CORRECT. The section helps convey a central idea because it mainly focuses on what
inspired Morse to begin his work and explains how others were just as interested in working
to achieve this goal. Paragraph 3 states that “Henry’s experiments, Gale’s assistance, and,
soon after, hiring the young technician Alfred Vail were keys to Morse’s success.” Their shared
interest in the possibilities of electricity inspired them to work together to find a way to use
electricity to send long-distance messages.

Incorrect. The only other long-distance communication system mentioned in the passage is
the outdated semaphore system discussed in paragraph 1.

Incorrect. Paragraph 2 of the section explains how Morse came to understand how Faraday’s
electromagnet worked and states that this invention prompted Morse to wonder whether it
might be possible to send a coded message over a wire. However, that early idea of Morse’s
only evolved into the telegraph after much more research and experimentation.

Incorrect. The telegraph system was in development for more than ten years because of the
lack of funding and the need for further experimentation.

Incorrect. Although paragraph 2 establishes that Morse was interested in lectures at Yale on
electricity, the influence of what Morse learned at Yale was only a minor factor in his
development of the telegraph.
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52. The question asks what the words “dramatic” and “spectacularly” convey in the sentence from
paragraph 7.

53. The question asks for the best summary of how Morse obtained the funding necessary to build
his telegraph system.

E.

A.

F.

B.

G.

C.

H.

D.

Incorrect. While there may have been some feelings of relief and fulfillment when the lines
were finished, the passage instead focuses on the wonder and joy that Morse and Cornell felt
after overcoming setbacks and completing the construction of the telegraph system.

Incorrect. This summary focuses mostly on what Morse did while his application for funding
was delayed in the United States rather than on how Morse acquired the patent, because
during this period, Morse tried “not only to secure patent protection overseas but to examine
competing telegraph systems in England” (paragraph 5). Therefore, it is not the best
summary of how Morse obtained the funding necessary to build his telegraph system.

CORRECT. Morse and Cornell rushed to post the wires overhead, and the “rigid deadline”
(paragraph 7) was successfully met. The words have a positive and victorious tone that is
consistent with the feeling of wonder that it worked and of celebration that the construction
was completed.

Incorrect. Although this summary mentions how Morse applied for the “federal government’s
appropriation” (paragraph 5), it primarily focuses on the actions of the House of
Representatives and the Senate, not on Morse’s efforts to obtain funding. Therefore, it is not
the best summary of how Morse obtained the funding necessary to build his telegraph
system.

Incorrect. The passage does not share whether Morse or Cornell considered the future
possibilities of the telegraph; it shares only that the finished product was “dramatic,” implying
it was amazing to see.

CORRECT. This summary best describes how Morse obtained the funding that he needed for
his telegraph system because it explains that Morse applied “for the federal government’s
appropriation, and during the next year he conducted demonstrations of his telegraph”
(paragraph 4). In paragraph 5, the author explains the impact that the Panic of 1837 had on
Morse’s request. In paragraph 6, the author describes how by 1843, economic times had
improved, so Morse again “asked Congress for the $30,000” and was awarded the funds after
“the Senate approved it.”

Incorrect. While the passage later discusses the expansion of overhead wires “up and down
the Atlantic coast” and how they “connected the continents of Europe and America”
(paragraph 8), there is no evidence shared in the passage that Morse planned to continue his
work with electricity.

Incorrect. This summary is not the best summary of how Morse obtained the funding
necessary to build his telegraph system, because it relates how Morse worked with others to
develop his ideas about the telegraph and how Gale and Vail were the “keys to Morse’s
success” (paragraph 3) before he applied for funding.
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54. The question asks how the passage mainly illustrates the idea that the United States was mostly
unaware of the possibilities of electricity in the mid-nineteenth century.

55. The question asks which statement best represents a viewpoint held by the author of the
passage.

E.

A.

F.

B.

G.

C.

H.

D.

CORRECT. Paragraph 1 states that most signaling systems at the time were “visual or
‘semaphore’ systems using flags or lights” and that the United States government was
looking for “just such a system along its entire Atlantic coast.” This option is correct because
it shows that the government wanted to continue to use a limited system instead of finding
ways to improve the system. Had the government been aware of the possibilities of
electricity, a more sophisticated system might have been imagined.

Incorrect. The author explains that the aboveground wiring was used only because “Cornell
suggested that [it was] the fastest and cheapest way” (paragraph 7), not because it would be
more successful.

Incorrect. The delay in funding had to do with the Panic of 1837 and the “long depression”
(paragraph 5), not because the House of Representatives was not aware of or ready for
innovation in the use of electricity.

Incorrect. The author conveys the importance of this advancement in communication without
providing detailed information about electrical systems.

Incorrect. The information in this option focuses on what prompted Morse to consider an
electric wire-based communications system. While this option suggests that electrical devices
were just beginning to be invented, it does not support the idea that the nation was unaware
of the possibilities of electricity.

Incorrect. While the Panic of 1837 caused a delay in Morse’s funding, the author shows that
Morse received the appropriation in 1843 and was able to overcome the financial setback he
faced.

Incorrect. While this option describes an early electrical innovation that may seem quite basic
and limited to modern audiences, paragraph 3 states that this innovation was the work of a
“pioneer in the new field,” implying that it was quite significant for its time. This option is
incorrect because it focuses on those people in the United States who were aware of the
possibilities of electricity.

CORRECT. Paragraph 8 states that “Telegraph lines soon extended westward, and within
Morse’s own lifetime they connected the continents of Europe and America.” Therefore, this
option is correct because the author presents Morse’s telegraph as a great leap in the ability
to quickly communicate messages over distances never before imagined.
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56. The question asks how the map provides additional support for a central idea of the passage.

57. The question asks how the graph supports the ideas in paragraph 8.

E.

A.

F.

B.

G.

C.

H.

D.

CORRECT. The map shows the telegraph line crossing continents in 1902, just forty-four
years after the first message was sent in 1858. This is a much greater distance than the first
line Morse built between “the Supreme Court chamber of the Capitol building and the railroad
station in Baltimore” (paragraph 7).

Incorrect. While it can be implied from the expansion shown on the graph that people
possibly welcomed the improvement in long-distance communication, the graph does not
state this explicitly.

Incorrect. The map shows the distance the line covers; it does not indicate Morse’s lack of
foresight in seeking patents only in North America.

CORRECT. The graph shows the number of messages transmitted from 1870 to 1920. In
1920 almost 160 million messages were transmitted, showing a “dramatic”—almost double—
increase from 1910.

Incorrect. While Gale’s advice was crucial to Morse’s success, the map shows the physical line
stretching across continents many years later, after their initial work.

Incorrect. The graph does not show how many people used the telegraph, but rather it shows
the number of messages sent. Additionally, paragraph 8 provides no details about hesitation
on the part of individual people.

Incorrect. While it can be inferred that the telegraph had influence across the world, the
amount of influence cannot be determined.

Incorrect. While improvements in recording and interpreting code were made, the graph does
not show the effect of this advancement on the speed or number of messages being
transmitted.
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  FORM A  SAMPLE TEST – MATHEMATICS  
EXPLANATIONS OF CORRECT ANSWERS

59. (150) Angle M and angle R are

supplementary, so the sum of the angles

is 180°.

Let m equal the measure of angle M, and

let r equal the measure of angle R.

The measure of angle R is 5 times the

measure of angle M.

Therefore, the measure of angle R is

150°.

+ =r m 180

=r m5

+ =m m5 180

=m6 180

= =m 180
6

30

= = =r m5 5(30) 150

60. (2.5) Set up a proportion to solve:

= x
3

16
apple

3
40

cranberry

apple
1 cranberry

× = x3
16

40
3

= = x40
16

5
2

= x2.5

58. (-0.4) 

Two negatives become a positive. Rewrite

the expression to show how 

becomes a positive number:

− + − −3.8 2.3 ( 1.1)

− + +3.8 2.3 1.1

− +3.8 3.4

−0.4

− −( 1 )

Form A: Sample Test – Mathematics Explanations of Correct Answers
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61. (5.5) The lawn grows inches every 2

weeks. Find the total number of inches it

grows in 8 weeks.

The lawn was 4 inches tall at the

beginning of the season.

Mr. Chen mows his lawn every 2 weeks

and cuts off the top inches. Find the

total number of inches that are cut off in

8 weeks.

The height after 8 weeks is the total

number of inches grown minus the total

number of inches cut off.

2 1
8

÷ =8 2 4

×4 2 1
8

× =4 2.125 8.5

+ =8.5 4 12.5

1 3
4

÷ =8 2 4

×4 1 3
4

× =4 1.75 7

− =12.5 7 5.5

62. (1) Since 110 families were surveyed, the

median will have 55 values less than or

equal to it, and 55 values greater than or

equal to it.

If the values in the table were listed in

order, they would look like this:

The first row of the table indicates that 45

families had 0 children.

The second row of the table indicates that

32 families had 1 child.

So 77 families had either 0 children or 1

child, and 45 families had 0 children.

Since 55 is between 45 and 77, the

median must be a value in the second row

of the table.

So the median is 1.

, ,..., , , ,..., , , ,..., , , ,..., , , ,...,0 0 0 11 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4
45 32 19 8 6         
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63. (A) First, set up a proportion to determine

x, the number of goats Mr. King has.

Then solve the proportion for x.

Finally, determine the difference between

the number of goats Mr. Jones has, 550,

and the number of goats Mr. King has,

500.

Mr. Jones has 50 more goats than

Mr. King.

= xKing
Jones 550

%
% %

=
+

x
550

100
100 10

%
% %

=
+

x
550

100
100 10

% % %= +x550(100 ) (100 10 )

% %= x550(100 ) (110 )

= x550(1) (1.10)

= x550 1.10

÷ = ÷ x550 1.10 (1.10 1.10)

= x500

− =550 500 50

64. (G) Use properties of equations to

determine the missing expression.

The missing expression is 3y.

− =
y
x

y
x x

2
2 2

− =
y
x

y
x x

2
2

2
2 2

i

− =
y
x

y
x x

4
2 2 2

−
=

y y
x x

4
2 2

=
y
x x

3
2 2

65. (B) The area of square PQRS is 4 square

centimeters. So

Sides PS and RS are each a radius of the

circle. So the radius of the circle is 2 cm.

The shaded region is of the circle. The

area of a circle is . So the area of

the shaded region, in square centimeters,

is

=s 42

=s 42

=s 2 cm

1
4

= πA r 2

( ) ( )= π = π = π = πA r1
4

1
4

1
4

2 1
4

42 2
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66. (H) Consider the case where .

The list of integers from 1 to 67 contains

67 numbers.

=m 1

− =n m 66

− =n 1 66

− + = +n 1 1 66 1

=n 67

67. (A)

Divide the first by 

Distribute through the parentheses

.

In the numerator, the terms and 

cancel out.

Finally, divide by 13 to get 

( )−⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ +

x39 3

3
39

13

39 3.

( )− +x13 3 39

13

13

( )−x 3

− +x13 39 39
13

−39 39

x13
13

x.

68. (G) Jar 1 starts with cup of water. If

of its water is poured into Jar 2, then the

amount of water added to Jar 2 is

cup.

Jar 2 starts with cup of water. If 

cup of water is added to it, then the

amount of water now in Jar 2 is

cup.

1
2

1
4

× =1
2

1
4

1
8

1
2

1
8

+ = + =1
2

1
8

4
8

1
8

5
8

69. (D) , which is between 

and . 

Therefore, and .

=0.01 1
100

1
1011

99
+ =n 2 101 =n 99

70. (H) 72% of the people polled answered

yes, so 28% of the people did not answer

yes.

Therefore, 56 people is 28% of the total,

x.

=
x

56 28
100

=
x

56 7
25

( ) = x56 25 7

( )
= x

56 25

7

( ) = x8 25

= x200
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71. (A) The scale is 1 inch = 20 feet and the

length in the scale drawing is 2 inches, so

the actual length is 40 feet.

The actual width is 24 feet.

Let x equal the width of the scale drawing.

÷ =960 40 24

= x1 in.
20 f t

 in.
24 f t

= =x 24
20

1 1
5

72. (H) There are five odd numbers in the

range 1 through 9: 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9.

So the proportion of odd numbers in the

range 1 through 9 is 

The expected number of odd values in the

sequence from the computer program is

.

So the best prediction for the number of

odd numbers in the sequence is 167.

5
9

.

.=300 5
9

166 66i

73. (D) Let m equal the miles driven during

Dalia’s rental. The total cost, c, can be

expressed as an equation.

Dalia spent a total of $60, which included

a 20% off coupon. Find the cost before

the coupon by dividing the final cost ($60)

by the percentage paid (80%):

Use $75 as the total cost to find m.

Dalia drove 35 miles.

= +c m40

%
= =60

80
60

0.80
75

+ =m40 75

=m 35
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74. (H) Start with a proportion to determine

the total number of red candies in the

bag.

There are currently 10 red candies out of

25 candies in the bag. After 5 red candies

are removed, there would be 5 red

candies left in the bag and 20 total

candies.

The probability of randomly drawing a red

candy would then be .

= r2
5 25

( ) = r2
5

25

= r10

=5
20

1
4

75. (C) First write an equation based on the

rule described in the item. Let x be the

previous number in the sequence and y be

the number in the sequence. The ninth

number in the sequence is 63.

Determine the 10th number in the

sequence, y, by making .

Determine the 8th number in the

sequence, x, by making .

Subtract one from both sides of the

equation.

+ =x y2 1

=x 63

+ = y2(63) 1

+ = y126 1

= y127

=y 63

+ =x2 1 63

+ − = −x2 (1 1) 63 1

=x2 62

=x2
2

62
2

=x 31

Response continued 
on next page
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Determine the 7th number in the

sequence, x, by making .

Subtract the 7th number in the sequence

from the 10th number.

The difference is 112.

=y 31

+ =x2 1 31

+ − = −x2 (1 1) 31 1

=x2 30

=x2
2

30
2

=x 15

− =127 15 112

76. (G) The highest and lowest scores are

discarded: 8.2 and 9.0.

To find the mean, add the remaining

scores and then divide that sum by the

total number of remaining scores.

8.9 + 8.5 + 8.4 + 8.6 + 8.8 = 43.2

÷ = .43.2 5 8 64

77. (A) The original piece of wood is feet

long.

The shorter piece is feet long, and it

must be less than half the length of the

original piece of wood.

Since half of is it follows that

The shorter piece of wood cannot be 0

feet long, so it follows that 

This gives the compound inequality

4 1
2

x

4 1
2

2 1
4

<x 2 1
4

.

< x0 .

< <x0 2 1
4

.
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78. (F) The area of the shaded region, in

square units, is the area of the triangle

created by the shaded and unshaded

regions minus the area of the triangle

created by the unshaded region.

The area of the triangle created by the

shaded and unshaded regions is

200 square units.

The area of the triangle created by the

unshaded region is 75 square units.

Subtract to find the area of the shaded

region.

= = =bh1
2

1
2

(20)(20) 1
2

(400) 200

= = =bh1
2

1
2

(10)(15) 1
2

(150) 75

− =200 75 125

79. (A) The highest temperature was 86° F.

Subtract 32 from both sides of the

equation:

Multiply both sides of the equation by 

The lowest temperature was 68° F.

= +F C9
5

32

= +C86 9
5

32

− = −C86 32 9
5

32

= C54 9
5

5
9

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

=
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

C54 5
9

5
9

9
5

= C30

= +F C9
5

32

= +C68 9
5

32

Response continued 
on next page
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The difference, in degrees Celsius, is 30

minus 20.

− = C68 32 9
5

= C36 9
5

( )⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

= C5
9

36

= C20

− =30 20 10

80. (F) If is odd, then the two even

numbers closest to are and

. Find the sum of these two

expressions.

x

x ( )−x 1

( )+x 1

( ) ( )− + + =x x x1 1 2

81. (B) The question asks for the amount of

the public debt per person, so divide the

total public debt by the number of people.

The amount of the public debt per person

is about $14,400.

=3,600,000,000,000
250,000,000

=3,600,000,000,000
250,000,000

=360,000
25

14,400

82. (E) These facts are given:

• N is the midpoint of .

• has a length of x centimeters.

• has a length of y centimeters.

Use the first two facts to determine that

has a length of 2x centimeters

.

MQ

MN

MP

MQ

= − = −x yPQ MQ MP 2

83. (B) To find the area of a parallelogram,

multiply the length of a side by the

altitude for that side.

One property of parallelograms is that

opposite sides are the same length.

So the bottom side of the parallelogram is

30 feet long and has an altitude of

20 feet.

Therefore, the area of the parallelogram,

in square feet, is .= = × =A bh 30 20 600
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84. (H) Let t represent the number of loaves

of bread produced on Tuesday.

First, determine the number of loaves of

bread produced on Tuesday, t, using the

number of loaves produced on

Wednesday, , the number

produced on Thursday, , and the

total number produced on these three

days, 230.

Next, determine the number of loaves of

bread produced on Wednesday, ,

when .

The number of loaves of bread produced

on Wednesday is 160.

+t 100

−t 50

+ + + − =t t t100 50 230

+ + + − =t t t 100 50 230

+ =t3 50 230

+ − = −t3 (50 50) 230 50

=t3 180

÷ = ÷t(3 3) 180 3

=t 60

+t 100

=t 60

+ = + =t 100 60 100 160

85. (C) First, find the total number of students

who took the quiz.

Multiply each quiz score by the number of

students who received that score. Add

those products together to find the total

number of points scored.

To find the mean quiz score, divide the

total number of points by the number of

students who took the quiz.

+ + + + =9 7 4 5 3 28

( ) ( ) ( )× + × + × +60 9 70 7 80 4

( ) ( )× + × =90 5 100 3 2,100

÷ =2,100 28 75
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86. (E) Use the properties of equations to

solve the inequality for .

Subtract 4 from both sides of the

inequality.

The graph of will have a point at

and will include all values that are

greater than, to the right of, . The

greater than or equal sign is used, which

indicates that the solution includes . So

the point at will be solid. Option E is

the correct answer.

x

+ ≥x 4 3

+ − ≥ −x 4 4 3 4

≥ −x 1

≥ −x 1
−1

−1

−1
−1

87. (A) The reciprocal of is added to the

reciprocal of 3.

The reciprocal of this sum is .

1
4

+ = + =4
1

1
3

12
3

1
3

13
3

3
13

88. (E) Nura’s poster is square, so all the side

lengths are 13 inches. The area is

Latrice’s poster is square, so all the side

lengths are 15 inches.

Subtract to determine the difference

between the areas.

The difference, in square inches, is 56.

= = =A s 13 1692 2

= =A 15 2252

− =225 169 56
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89. (B) The unit rate for cups of oats per cup

of water can be found by dividing the

number of cups of oats by the number of

cups of water.

The denominator can be rewritten as 

The quotient can be rewritten as 

Therefore, the unit rate for cups of oats

per cup of water is 

2
3

3 1
4

13
4

.
2
3
13
4

× =2
3

4
13

8
39

.

8
39

.

90. (H)

Rewrite with equivalent fractions with like

denominators.

Multiply both sides of the equation by 10.

−
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

= +x3
5

1
2

1
4

2
2

×
×

− ×
×

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

= ×
×

+ ×
×

x3 2
5 2

1 5
2 5

1 3
4 3

2 4
3 4

−
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

= +x6
10

5
10

3
12

8
12

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

=x1
10

11
12

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

=
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

x10 1
10

10 11
12

=x 110
12

91. (A) The increase in sales tax percentage is

0.5% of $200 is

− =% % %7.5 7.0 0.5

= =. %(0 5 )(200) (0.005)(200) 1
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92. (F)

Simplify negatives inside the first absolute

value brackets.

Simplify the first absolute value.

Calculate the absolute values.

Perform the final subtraction.

− − + − − − −( 8) 12 ( 17) ( 31) 24

− − − + −8 12 17 31 24

− −6 24

−6 24

− = −6 24 18

93. (B) First, use the information given in the

table and properties of equations to

determine the value of k.

Then determine the percentage of cell

phones sold that were blue by finding the

value of the expression (given in

the table) when .

The percentage of cell phones sold that

were blue is 20%.

+ + − + + =k k k8 30 30 2 5 100

− + + + + =k k k8 2 30 30 5 100

+ =k7 65 100

+ − = −k7 (65 65) 100 65

=k7 35

=k 5

− k30 2

=k 5

− = − = − =k30 2 30 2(5) 30 10 20
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94. (E) First, find the distance between X and

Z by adding the distance between X and Y

to the distance between Y and Z.

Since the distance between X and Z is ,

the midpoint between X and Z is .

The midpoint between X and Z is , and

the distance between X and Y is . The

distance between Y and the midpoint of X

and Z is .

+ =1 2 3

3

1 1
2

1 1
2

1

− =1 1
2

1 1
2

95. (B) Subtract to determine the amount of

the increase.

Divide the increase by the original price.

Multiply the quotient by 100 to express

the decimal answer as a percent.

− =1.35 1.25 0.10

÷ =0.10 1.25 0.08

× =0.08 100 8

96. (G) Surface area is found by calculating

the area of each side, including the base,

and adding them all together.

The base of the pyramid measures

10 inches on each side, so the area of the

base is

Each triangular face has a base of

10 inches and a height of 12 inches, so

the area of each face is

There are 4 triangular faces (because the

square base has 4 edges, each of which

will have a triangular face). So the total

surface area of the pyramid is the sum of

the areas of 4 triangles and 1 square.

× =10 10 100

× × =1
2

10 12 60

× + = + =(4 60) 100 240 100
340 square inches

97. (B) Use the percent increase expression to

find the answer:

−new price  original price
original price

%− = = =6.75 6.25
6.25

0.50
6.25

0.08 8
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98. (G) If the mean number of points for the

first four games is 7, the total number of

points earned in those games is 28.

If the mean number of points for all five

games is 8, the total number of points

earned is 40.

To find the number of points in the fifth

game, find the difference between 40 and

28.

× =4 7 28

× =5 8 40

− =40 28 12

99. (B) First, find the amount, in dollars, that

Lian paid for each orange. There are 4

bags with 8 oranges each.

Divide the total cost by the total number

of oranges to get the cost per orange.

Multiply to find the cost of 42 oranges.

× =4 8 32

÷ =11.52 32 0.36

× =0.36 42 15.12

100. (H) ×
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟ = =3.6

0.018
1,000
1,000

3,600
18

200

101. (C) If 5 gallons are added to the tank per

minute for 45 minutes, then 

gallons are added to the tank.

The tank started with 75 gallons of water

in it. After the 45 minutes, it contains

gallons, assuming no loss

of water.

The tank has a capacity of 500 gallons,

and .

Rewrite decimal 0.6 as a percent.

.

× =5 45 225

+ =75 225 300

=300
500

0.6

= = = %0.6 6
10

60
100

60

102. (H) Each strap requires yards of

ribbon, and ribbon costs $5.00 a yard.

, so the

ribbon for each strap costs $6.25.

       Misha wants to make 2 straps.

, so the cost of the ribbon
for 2 straps is $12.50.

1 1
4

× = × = =1 1
4

5 5
4

5
1

25
4

6.25

× =6.25 2 12.50
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103. (B) The graph represents a proportional

relationship, which means the y-intercept

of the graph is (0, 0).

This means that the point 

represents the unit rate for this situation.

In this situation, x represents the number

of questions answered correctly, and y

represents the number of points received.

Therefore, for each question answered

correctly, the student receives , or ,

points.

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

1, 5
4

5
4

1 1
4

104. (E) In the survey, 45 out of 200 adults

reported reading the online version of the

Waskegon Bulletin, and there are 25,000

adults living in Waskegon. Set up a

proportion to find the number of adults

who read the online version.

Rounded to the nearest 100, this number

is 5,600.

= x45
200 25,000

( )( )= = =x
(45)(25,000)

200
45 125 5,625

105. (C) There is a proportional relationship

between the number of miles hiked, y,

and the number of days, x.

So the equation describes the

relationship.

=y
x

17
3

=y x17
3

=y x17
3

106. (E) The distance from Carolyn’s house to

the grocery store is miles.

Carolyn walked miles back, so she

still had miles left to walk

home.

So Carolyn has miles left to walk

home.

+ =3 2 1
2

5 1
2

1 2
3

−5 1
2

1 2
3

− = − =

− = =

5 1
2

1 2
3

11
2

5
3

33
6

10
6

23
6

3 5
6

3 5
6
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107. (C) Set up a proportion to solve.

= x
1 1

4
in.

1
3

yr

in.
1 yr

= x1 1
4

1
3

= x5
4

1
3

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

= x3
1

5
4

= x15
4

= x3 3
4

108. (F) ( ) ( )− = − = −3 0.01 3 0.1 0.03 0.3 0.27

109. (B) Rewrite the mixed numbers so that

they all have equivalent denominators.

Subtracting a negative is the same as

adding.

Group the whole numbers together and

the fractions together.

+ −⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

− −⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

10 1
2

5 1
3

2 3
4

+ −⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

− −⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

10 6
12

5 4
12

2 9
12

− +10 6
12

5 4
12

2 9
12

− +10 6
12

5 4
12

2 9
12

( )− + + − +
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

10 5 2 6
12

4
12

9
12

7 11
12

110. (G) Find 5% of 350.

( )( ) ( )( )= =%5 350 0.05 350 17.5

+ =350 17.5 367.50
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111. (B) The probability of the event is 0.05,

which equals 5%, which is less than 50%.

Option A:

An event that is likely has a probability

over 50%.

Option B:

An event that is unlikely has a probability

less than 50%.

Option C:

An event that is impossible has a 0%

probability.

Option D:

An event that is neither likely nor unlikely

has a 50% probability.

112. (G) Divide the number of cups of blue

paint by the number of cups of red paint

to find the constant of proportionality.

Multiply to find the value of y.

= =1.5
1

6
4

1.5

× =11 1.5 16.5

113. (C) To find the midpoint of a segment,

subtract the value on the right from the

value on the left and then divide by 2.

Then add the result to the value on the

left of the segment.

Find the midpoint of .

Find the midpoint of .

The distance between and on the

number line is units.

PQ

( )− − =1 3 4

÷ =4 2 2

( )+ − = −2 3 1

QR

− =7 1 6

÷ =6 2 3

+ =3 1 4

−1 4

5

114. (F) 48 dollars 16 cups = 3 dollars per

cup

12 dollars 4 cups = 3 dollars per cup

The constant is the cost per cup

(3 dollars).

÷

÷
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Answer Key for Sample Form A

1. C
2. E
3. C
4. E
5. C
6. E
7. A
8. F
9. D
10. H
11. A
12. H
13. A

14. H
15. C
16. H
17. A
18. G
19. D
20. G
21. D
22. F
23. D
24. E
25. B
26. E

27. B
28. G
29. D
30. E
31. A
32. F
33. A
34. H
35. C
36. H
37. B
38. E
39. C

40. E
41. C
42. G
43. B
44. E
45. D
46. E
47. D
48. E
49. D
50. F
51. B
52. F

53. C
54. E
55. D
56. E
57. B
58. –0.4
59. 150
60. 2.5
61. 5.5
62. 1
63. A
64. G
65. B

66. H
67. A
68. G
69. D
70. H
71. A
72. H
73. D
74. H
75. C
76. G
77. A
78. F

79. A
80. F
81. B
82. E
83. B
84. H
85. C
86. E
87. A
88. E
89. B
90. H
91. A

92. F
93. B
94. E
95. B
96. G
97. B
98. G
99. B
100.H
101. C
102. H
103. B
104. E

105. C
106. E
107. C
108. F
109. B
110. G
111. B
112. G
113. C
114. F


